Be more efficient with a smaller, faster, feature-rich business laptop

To determine which laptop would be best suited for business professionals, we compared the Dell Latitude 5440 against the Lenovo ThinkPad T14 Gen 4. We studied the aspects that matter most to modern workers, including mobility, performance and sustainability.

**Enhanced mobility with Latitude 5440 makes it easy to work anywhere**

The Latitude 5440 is smaller than the Lenovo ThinkPad T14 Gen 4, yet it provides a larger, premium touchpad and quiet performance hybrid workers want.

**Memory**

To help professionals increase productivity, the Latitude 5440 offers more memory than the Lenovo ThinkPad T14 Gen 4. Up to 64 GB DDR5 4800 MT/s vs. up to 40 GB DDR4 3200 MT/s in the Lenovo ThinkPad T14 Gen 4.

**Camera**

Optional FHD IR camera lets users transform to deliver better image quality.

**Audio**

AI-based neural noise cancellation enhances background noise and reduces the user’s sound signature so Latitudes’ tone cancels out every user’s stickiness.

**Connectivity**

World’s first simultaneous multi-network connectivity, via Dell Optimizer, prioritizes conference apps and delivers faster data and video downloads.

**Advanced thermals**

With a dual opposite outlet fan using an updated design and user-selectable thermal table (USTT) that allows the choice of Balanced, Cool, Quiet or Performance mode.

Committed to driving sustainable innovation

We design our products and packaging with sustainability in mind, using circular design and sustainable materials, while optimizing our PCs to be energy efficient— which helps reduce your IT carbon footprint.

**To learn more, ask your account team to test out the Latitude 5440 today or visit dell.com/Latitude.**